Experiences in Buenos Aires
CITY TOURS
Half Day City Tour (5hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided tour of this impressive city which combines the atmosphere of an old European
town with the features of a Latin American capital. Get to know the diversity of its neighbourhoods and
acquire a deep understanding of its history, architecture and culture.

Half Day City Tour with Colon Theatre inside visit (6hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided tour of this impressive city which combines the atmosphere of an old European
town with the features of a Latin American capital. Get to know the diversity of its neighbourhoods and
acquire a deep understanding of its history, architecture and culture. You will also enjoy an inside visit to
the Colon Theatre, one of the most important opera houses in the world. Duration of the visit, 50
minutes.

Half Day City Tour with San Telmo Street Market (6hs) – Sundays only
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided tour of this impressive city which combines the atmosphere of an old European
town with the features of a Latin American capital. Get to know the diversity of its neighbourhoods and
acquire a deep understanding of its history, architecture and culture. Your tour will be enhanced with a
visit to San Telmo’s street market, which is only opened on Sundays.
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Full Day City Tour with Colon Theatre, stop for lunch (not included) and museums (8hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided tour of this impressive city which combines the atmosphere of an old European
town with the features of a Latin American capital. Get to know the diversity of its neighbourhoods and
acquire a deep understanding of its history, architecture and culture. You will also enjoy an inside visit to
the Colon Theatre, one of the most important opera houses in the world. Duration of the visit, 50
minutes. And to top it all, you will also visit the Evita Museum, which exhibits the life and message of a
this remarkable woman in Argentinian history and the Latin American Art Museum of Buenos Aires
(MALBA) where you can admire 20th and 21st century works by Latin American artists. A truly cultural
visit to this impressive city.

OUTSIDE BUENOS AIRES
Full Day San Isidro & Tigre with Lunch at Vivanco (navigation to Tigre) (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private guided visit to San Isidro (Buenos Aires’ most exclusive residential district), and
Tigre, the gateway to the astonishing Parana River Delta. It may be hard to believe that a few minutes
from the chaos of the city, fresher air, exuberant nature and silence seem to have defeated concrete and
the frenzy of urban life. You will sail from Puerto Madero across the Rio de la Plata and witness the
stunning sceneries where one of the largest urban centres of South America transforms itself into a
stunning natural reservoir. You will be introduced to the paradise and picturesque landscapes, made up
of hundreds of unspoilt streams and small rivers dotted by inhabited islands.

Full Day San Isidro & Tigre with Lunch at Gato Blanco (navigation in Tigre) (7hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private guided visit to San Isidro (Buenos Aires’ most exclusive residential district), and
Tigre, the gateway to the astonishing Paraná River Delta, whose natural beauty and fresh air you will be
able to witness while sailing through it. Once you arrive into Tigre, you will do a small tour of the city,
passing yacht clubs, waterfront houses on stilts, a market, and the house and museum of former
Argentina president Sarmiento, who encouraged people to make their homes here. You will then enjoy a
navigation where you will discover how the inhabitants of the delta turned it from a swampy area into a
developed region with grass paths and canals of fresh water.
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Full Day Tigre with Biking & Kayak with Lunch at Vivanco (8hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a full day private guided excursion to the northern suburbs of San Isidro and Tigre. The visit to San
Isidro, Buenos Aires most exclusive residential district, and Tigre, the gateway to the astonishing Paraná
River Delta, will allow you to enjoy nature and fresh air from the river. Enjoy a peaceful and relaxing
biking and kayaking experience towards Tigre through the Rio de La Plata and San Fernando accompanied
by a specialized guide.

Full Day Estancia La Bamba (10hs)
Season: year-round | Does not accept children under 12-years-old
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Get lost in the
old streets of San Antonio de Areco, one of the oldest towns in Argentina, which invites you to return to
the eighteenth century with its narrow colonial streets, church, bars and museums.
Then proceed to enjoy a country day at the splendid Estancia "La Bamba de Areco" that, rooted in
Argentine and Gaucho history, is one of the oldest Argentinian colonial style estancias. Here you will
enjoy activities such as excursions on horseback, by carriage, or mountain bike, Argentinean bowls game,
hot stone massages (not included in the price). And of course, have a try of the authentic gaucho
traditions such as asados and mate tasting.

Full Day Estancia Candelaria del Monte (10hs)
Season: Oct to May
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Set within
spacious grounds featuring centenary old Sycamores, Elms and Pines, Candelaria del Monte is a charming,
family owned estancia and working ranch that dates back to the 1830 -and it feels like it- it's incredibly
quiet here, seemingly disconnected from the modern world.
Hop up on one of the estancia's rugged Criollo horses for a guided ride across the property - you can even
help the ranch-hands herd cows if you're really in the mood. The country day includes activities inside the
Estancia (horseback riding, swimming pool, herding cows, cart riding, use of tennis court), use of common
facilities, and lunch with wine.
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Full Day Estancia El Ombu de Areco (10hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a country day in the picturesque Argentinean Pampas and its beautiful grasslands. Get lost in the
old streets of San Antonio de Areco, one of the oldest towns in Argentina, which invites you to return to
the eighteenth century with its narrow colonial streets, church, bars and museums.
Then proceed to enjoy a country day at the Estancia “El Ombu de Areco”, where you can enjoy activities
such as horseback riding throughout the 300-hectare estancia accompanied by gauchos, enjoying the
Pampa with its birds and animals, and observing the cattle grazing or feeding their young or wander
around the park among the ancient trees and scented flowers.

THEME EXPERIENCES
The Argentine Experience (5hs experience, 6hs total)
Season: year-round | only dinner experience can also be booked (3 ½hs).
Join this tour to explore the world of wine from a completely different perspective. With their signature
style and focus on fun and interaction, this is much more than your standard wine tasting, this is a Wine
Cocktail Experience!. Of course no wine-based fun is complete without food, so enjoy the selection of
homemade tapas chosen to perfectly complement each and every drink.
Immediately afterwards, you will start your cooking/dinner experience. From enjoying your own
empanadas filled to the brim with the gourmet fillings and indulging in the 24-hour prepared fillet steaks,
to unlocking the secrets behind Argentina's most cherished pastime, mate, the team of guides will take
you on a gastronomical journey full of surprises. We have also specially selected wines from across
Argentina to pair perfectly with our food.

Wine Tasting (1 ½hs tasting, 3hs total)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a wine tasting program with Anuva Wines, which presents the highest-rated, boutique wines grown
in Argentina, paired with 5 uniquely Argentine tapas. Additionally, we offer a carefree shipping service
within the United States.
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Jewish Tour (4hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private guided Jewish Heritage tour. This tour will be with a specialist Jewish Heritage guide who
is also very flexible to incorporate interests and with whom you will learn about Jewish Buenos Aires in a
most meaningful way. In this tour, we’ll visit some of the places that have typically been associated with
it, and that now have become part of the city’s historical and cultural heritage.

Graffiti Tour (4hs)
Season: year-round
This tour is very unique. It will show you the best pieces of street art and graffiti in Buenos Aires and
explain the amazing stories behind the artists and their artworks. For fans of photography it's also a
great chance to document some of the biggest best street art in the world.

Artist Atelier (4hs)
Season: year-round
Meet up with a special Art guide, for an exclusive artist atelier tour. This private guided tour will take you
to 1-3 art studios with the aim of promoting Argentine contemporary art, placing special emphasis upon
those artists whose work reflects topics which are typically inherent to the country.

Tango Lesson (1 ½hs lesson, 3hs total)
Season: year-round
Don’t miss the chance to learn the Argentine tango with a private dance lesson! In just 90 minutes, you’ll
get a feel for the music and popular dance, developed in the barrios of Buenos Aires, as you listen to its
rhythms and learn the basic steps.

Cooking Class with Norma Soued (4hs)
Season: year-round
Enjoy a private Cooking class with Norma Soued, a delightfully pleasant Argentine psychotherapist who
sees cooking as an inexpensive (and more enjoyable!) version of therapy giving one the possibility to their
creativity, thus be connected to the roots of the culture. The session includes printed recipes with lunch
and wine.
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TANGO DINNER & SHOW
Rojo Tango (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round | Closed on Dec 24th
Enjoy one of Buenos Aires’ best tango escapes in the luxurious Faena Hotel. Rojo Tango dinner and show
promises passion, madness and glamour expressed through the beauty and history of tango. An
incredible tango experience that travelers looking for exclusiveness simply can't be missed. Only shows
can be booked as well.

Gala Tango (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round
Get in close contact with the sensual music and dance of the Tango, Argentina's major cultural export.
The Gala Tango dinner show was specially created by La Ventana Tango House with a focus on those
travelers looking for exclusive experiences with distinguished service. Gala Tango's elegant VIP dining
room in La Ventana's carefully restored conventillo is ideally located in the historic neighborhood of San
Telmo, offering a superb tango and folklore show nightly with the very best of tango culture on display.
Only shows can be booked as well.

Esquina Carlos Gardel (3hs dinner/show, 4hs total)
Season: year-round
Get in close contact with the sensual music and dance of the Tango, Argentina's major cultural export.
Take in a tango dinner show at Esquina Carlos de Gardel (VIP menu), where elegance and splendour share
every corner of this dazzling place. The show, with its incomparable technical display and an artistic
proposal at the international level, weaves the audience into a mystic tango atmosphere. The sensuality
underlying all choreographic patterns, combine in a vivid tribute to tango. The orchestra mingles both
dancers and voices, thus reaffirming unparalleled interpretative standards well worth of clap standing
ovation. After the show ends, you are driven back to your hotel. Only shows can be booked as well.
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